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2 electrocute (v) to kill someone by passing electricity through their body 使人觸電

3 solstice (n)
the day with the longest (summer solstice) or shortest (winter

solstice) daylight 至日

4 illuminate (v) to make brighter 照亮

6 secrete (v) to produce and release a liquid 分泌

6 contraction (n) a word formed by combining parts of two or more words 縮約形式

7 inspire (v) to give the idea of something 啟迪

7 ritual (n) a set of activities that are performed in a ceremony 儀式

7 harvest (n) crops cut and collected from the field 收成

7 nocturnal (adj) active during the night 夜間活動的

8 microbe (n) a tiny life form 微生物

8 evacuate (v) to discharge from the body 排空

8 circulate (v) to go around 循環

8 compliment (n) praise 稱讚

11 pitch black (adj) extremely dark 漆黑的

11 gloomy (adj) unpleasantly dark 灰暗的

11 bandit (n) a robber, especially a member of a gang 强盗

12 pierce (v) to make a way through 穿過

12 wick (n) a piece of string which supplies fuel to a flame 燈芯

17 incandescent (adj) emitting light as a result of being heated 白熾的

17 luminous (adj) softly bright 發光的

19 crucial (adj) necessary and important 必不可少的

19 linger (v) to be around 徘徊

19 exhaustion (n) extreme tiredness, without energy 精疲力竭

20 power plant (n) a station for generating electricity 發電廠

20 dam (n) a barrier built to control the flow of water 水壩

21 surveillance (n) close observation 監視

21 spillway (n) a channel that carries excess water away 洩洪道

22 infiltrate (v) pass into or through 滲入

22 deteriorate (v) to make something worse 使變差

22 hydroelectric (adj) relating to the production of electricity by water power 水力發電

23 valve (n) a device that controls the flow of water through a tube 阀

23 sturdy (adj) strong 堅固的

23 turbine (n) a machine that make use of the rotational energy from a fluid 渦輪

24 pylon (n) a tall steel tower supporting high-voltage power lines 電纜塔
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26 astronomical table (n)
a table used for calculating planetary positions and other related

information 天文表

26 sarcophagus (n) a stone coffin 石棺

26 the deceased (n) a person who has recently died 死者

26 horizon (n) the line where the ground seems to touch the sky 地平線

26 fertile (adj)
(of soil) able to support the growth of a large number of healthy

plants 肥沃的

26 peasant (n) a poor farmer who owns or rents a small piece of land 農民

26 divine (adj) connected to a god 神的

27 uneasy (adj) slightly worried or uncomfortable不安的

29 expanse (n) a wide and open space 廣闊的區域

29 dromedary (n) a one-humped camel 單峰駱駝

29 advance (v) to move forward 前進

30 aviator (n) someone who operates an aircraft 飛行員

30 hydroplane (n) an airplane that can land on or take off from water 水上飛機

31 enlightenment (n)
education that results in understanding and the spread of

knowledge 啟蒙

31 monarchy (n)
a form of government ruled by someone who inherits the power

君主政制

31 ignorant (adj) not having enough knowledge or understanding無知的

31 superstitious (adj)
believing in old ideas about luck and nature rather than science

and reason 迷信的

31 cradle (n) a small bed for a baby 搖籃

31 myrrh (n) a sticky substance that is used to make perfume 沒藥

31 frankincense (n) a substance that gives a pleasant smell when it is burned 乳香

31 infant (n) a very young child (usually under 1 year of age) 幼兒

31 epiphany (n) sudden spiritual manifestation 神靈顯現

33 mimic (v) to look or sound like the real situation 模仿

35 devour (v) to eat greedily 狼吞虎嚥地吃

35 emerald (n) a green-coloured precious stone 綠寶石

35 obscure (v) to make something less visible 使模糊不清

35 stalker (n) a person or animal who goes through an area in search of prey 追

38 antic (n) a funny act 古怪的姿勢

39 radiant (adj) sending out heat or light 發光或熱的

39 fatal (adj) causing death 致命的

 

48 minute (adj) immeasurably small 極小的
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